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Differences in limb coordination in polyrhythmic production among water polo players, artistic swimmers and drummers

This study compares polyrhythmic production ability between water polo players (WPs), artistic swimmers (ASs) and drummers (Ds), to assess how their differing experiences in coordinating complex inter-limb activity with music affected this ability. Eight ASs, eight WPs and eight Ds participated. They were asked to perform finger and foot taps in a single-rhythm task (every 750 ms) and two polyrhythmic tasks (finger and foot taps at 750 and 500 ms, respectively, and vice versa). The percentage of correct response cycles (PCRC), subjective difficulty scores were collected and analysed using a two-way mixed analysis of variance (ANOVA) and coefficients of variation of the inter-tap interval (CV_{ITI}) were collected and analysed using a three-way mixed analysis of variance (ANOVA). The three groups showed no statistically significant differences in the single-rhythm task. However, on polyrhythmic tasks, the WPs were significantly outperformed by the other two groups in PCRC and CV_{ITI}. These results suggest that the experience of coordinating limbs with music has positive impacts on polyrhythmic production ability. They also imply that ASs and Ds have similar polyrhythmic production ability despite the apparent differences in task complexity in their daily training and performances.
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Introduction

Polyrhythmic tasks have been a popular research topic, since they are difficult to perform and require completing multiple tasks simultaneously with different rhythms (Klapp, 1979; Kurtz & Lee, 2003; Peper & Beek, 1998; Starke & Baber, 2017; Summers & Kennedy, 1992; Summers, Rosenbaum, Burns, & Ford, 1993; Summers, Todd, & Kim, 1993). Such tasks entail the concurrent production of many conflicting but isochronous motor sequences (Summers, Ford, & Todd, 1993; Tajima & Choshi, 2000). For example, the 3:2 (three against two) polyrhythmic pattern involves the coordination of three taps with one limb and two taps with another limb during each cycle. Successful polyrhythmic performance requires good musical cognition as well as movement control (Yokus & Yokus, 2015).

Polyrhythmic skill combines limb coordination and sensorimotor synchronisation abilities so as to coordinate movements with an external rhythm (Repp & Su, 2013). Good limb coordination is essential to achieve the desired movement outcome. Studies have shown that professional or experienced musicians, dancers and athletes outperform amateur or inexperienced groups in limb coordination (Martins, Neves, Rodrigues, Vasconcelos, & Castro, 2018; Mo & Chow, 2018; Seifert, Leblanc, Chollet, & Delignières, 2010; Seifert et al., 2011). Similarly, research has found that experienced musicians and dancers have better sensorimotor synchronisation ability than their less experienced counterparts (Jin et al., 2019; Karpati, Giacosa, Foster, Penhune, & Hyde, 2016; Repp, 2010; Sommer, Hager, Boraxbekk, & Ronqvist, 2018). However, few studies have addressed sensorimotor synchronisation in athletes (Buhmann, Moens, Van
Dyck, Dotov, & Leman, 2018; Maes, Lorenzoni, & Six, 2018), even though athletes in various sports may benefit from sensorimotor synchronisation (van de Rijt, 2018).

Although polyrhythms are counter-intuitive and performing them in consistent timing is challenging (Clayton, Sager, & Will, 2004; Peper & Beek, 1998), studies have shown that highly skilled musicians can perform polyrhythmic tasks better than non-musicians. Among musicians, drummers, who are usually trained to coordinate all four limbs in different external rhythms, tend to have better limb coordination than other types of musicians (Krause, Pollok, & Schnitzler, 2010). These findings indicate that the ability to perform polyrhythmic tasks can be improved with extensive training (Deutsch, 1978, 1996; Kurtz & Lee, 2003; Peper & Beek, 1998; Shaffer, 1981; Summers, Rosenbaum, et al., 1993). Park and Sternad (2015) studied how young adults acquired and retained bimanual polyrhythmic ability. Their results showed participants with musical background outperformed the other participants. However, due to a small number of participants with musical backgrounds (2 from 16), the study was inconclusive.

Polyrhythmic skill is essential in some sports (Jagacinski, Kim, & Lavender, 2009). Artistic swimming and water polo require athletes to perform two very different categories of motor sequences: some above and others under the water. The objective of the underwater movements is to provide a solid foundation for the above-water actions that are essential for success. In artistic swimming, above-water movements constitute the main performance, combining artistry and technical difficulty in synchronisation with music, and are scored by judges. Similarly, the above-water movements in water polo pertain to shooting, passing, blocking and defending. Thus, in both sports the lower and upper extremities must move independently. For this reason, these athletes are accustomed to completing exercises that involve complex inter-limb coordination.
Although drummers (Ds), artistic swimmers (ASs) and water polo players (WPs) have extensive experience in limb coordination, they have very different experiences in coordinating their movements with external rhythms such as music. Among the three groups, Ds have the most extensive experience in coordinating their movements with music, since they must move all four limbs independently yet in coordination with a musical rhythm, making this activity very demanding physically (Bianco, Berchicci, Perri, Quinzi, & Di Russo, 2017). ASs move the upper and lower extremities independently, but only one pair of limbs at a time (either the upper or lower extremities) must be coordinated with the music. Similar to ASs, WPs move their upper and lower limbs independently, but they are not required to coordinate any limb movements with music.

Although polyrhythmic performance has been widely studied among musicians and specifically Ds, we know much less about this capacity among athletes. Several studies have assessed polyrhythm using bimanual tasks. However, polyrhythmic production which requires a coordinated movement of different limbs with different rhythms has not been studied even though it is an essential skill in several sports such as aesthetic swimmers. Since rhythmic tapping requires accurate and precise movements, both sides of corpus callosum, which are required to successfully produce polyrhythmic bimanual tasks, need to be activated to produce fine and delicate movements to match tapping with rhythms (Beaulé, Tremblay, & Théoret, 2012; Vuust, Wallentin, Mouridsen, Ostergaard, & Roepstorff, 2011). Hence, the neurophysiological mechanism of bimanual tasks should be similar to rhythmic tapping tasks. Comparing polyrhythmic limb coordination between groups of musicians and athletes would provide more information on how coordinating limb movements with music affects polyrhythmic performance.
Therefore, the purpose of this study was to compare polyrhythmic limb coordination between Ds, ASs and WPs.

**Methods**

**Participants**

Three groups of highly well-trained participants volunteered to participate in this study. All participants had at least six times a week for two years of regular practice. The ASs (eight females; mean age 23.1 ± 2.9 years) had participated in international and national competitions and averaged 13.25 ± 2.5 years of artistic swimming experience. The WPs (eight males; mean age 20.75 ± 2.4 years) had 9.75 ± 2.1 years of water polo experience. Both of these groups, on average, had less than two years of musical experience, defined as experience in learning singing or a musical instrument (WPs, 1.3 ± 1.6 years; ASs, 1.9 ± 3.2 years). Finally, the Ds (six males and two females; mean age 21.6 ± 3.8 years) had played percussion instruments for an average of 10 ± 2.8 years. The testing procedures were approved by the University of Tsukuba Ethics Committee, and each participant signed an informed consent form.

**Experimental Tasks**

The participants were required to perform finger- and foot-tapping tasks, tapping in time with a metronome beat. Of the three tasks, one involved tapping with a single rhythm (every 750 ms with both finger and foot); the other two were polyrhythmic (tap every 500 ms with the finger and every 750 ms with the foot, or vice versa). All tapping was done
on percussion pads (SPD ONE Percussion, Roland Corporation, Shizuoka, Japan). To avoid the effect of auditory feedback, participants did not hear any sound except for the sound of the finger or foot hitting the pad. The metronome ticking interval was set at 750 ms in every trial. In the single-rhythm task (750:750), the participants were instructed to perform both finger and foot tapping in synchronisation with the metronome beat. In the 750:500 polyrhythm task, they were required to perform a finger tap every 750 ms with the metronome, but a foot tap every 500 ms (or three times for every two ticks of the metronome). In the 500:750 polyrhythm task, the participants attempted to perform a finger tap every 500 ms, but a foot tap every 750 ms. Table 1 summarizes the three task descriptions contained in the experiment.

### Table 1. Description of tasks performed by the participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Metronome</th>
<th>Finger</th>
<th>Foot</th>
<th>Types of rhythm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Task 1</td>
<td>750 ms</td>
<td>750 ms</td>
<td>750 ms</td>
<td>Single rhythm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task 2</td>
<td>750 ms</td>
<td>750 ms</td>
<td>500 ms</td>
<td>Polyrhythm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task 3</td>
<td>750 ms</td>
<td>500 ms</td>
<td>750 ms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Design and Procedure**

The participants performed a total of six trials (two on each of the three tasks). Upon arriving, they received instruction on the tasks. The participants were instructed to sit on a chair with wearing a headphone, and the percussion pads were located in front of the participants (Figure 1). Each participant was required to perform six trials (three tasks x two trials per task). The three tasks were single rhythm (750:750) and two polyrhythms
The participants repeated each task twice. The average of two trials was then used to perform further analyses. They were granted 5 minutes to practice each task before the trials began, or 15 minutes of total practice. The order of trials was fully randomised. The participants were asked to begin their first tap on the fifth beat and to continue tapping for 20 s (20,000 ms). They were instructed to continue tapping without stopping until the end of the trial. The participants were granted a short break after each trial.

FIGURE 1. Experimental setting. Each participant was seated on a chair and tap his/her finger and foot on percussion pad.
Data Collection and Analysis

All tasks were recorded using Logic Pro X (Apple Inc., Cupertino, California, USA) at a sampling frequency of 44,100 Hz. They were converted to a digital audio file (.wav format) with the same sampling frequency. Once all files (tapping responses and metronome beats) had been converted to audio files, MATLAB (R2017b, MathWorks, Inc., Natick, Massachusetts, USA) was used to analyse the signals. Audio data were smoothed using a bidirectional second-order low-pass filter (cut-off frequency = 150 Hz). After filtering, the onsets of tapping and the metronome beats were detected. Twenty-four response cycles in the single-rhythm task and 12 response cycles in the polyrhythmic tasks were analysed for each participant trial, and the percentage of correct response cycles (PCRC; the ratio between the number of correct response cycles and the total number of cycles analysed) was calculated, based on Summers and Kennedy (1992); Summers, Rosenbaum, et al. (1993). A response cycle was deemed correct if (1) all taps and metronome beats were in the same pattern (Figure 2), and (2) taps intended to be performed in synchronisation with metronome beats were conducted within 20 ms of the associated metronome beat.

The inter-tap interval (ITI) was also calculated. ITI provided absolute timing measurement but gave no information on how the participants performed their tapping relative to the given metronome beats. Therefore, the coefficient of variation of ITI ($CV_{ITI}$) was calculated from the ratio between the mean and standard deviation. Moreover, a subjective difficulty score (SDS) was obtained by asking participants to rate the difficulty of each task, on a scale from 0 (easiest) to 10 (hardest), after each trial.
FIGURE 2. Pattern of 750:750 single rhythm, 750:500, and 500:750 polyrhythm tasks with a cycle duration of 20 s (20000ms). Dash-line boxes show examples of one response cycle in each task.
**Statistical Analysis**

A two-way mixed-design analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed to assess differences in PCRC and SDS between the groups, with the type of rhythm (750:750 single rhythm, 750:500 and 500:750 polyrhythms) as a within-subjects factor and group (AS, WP, or D) as a between-subjects factor. A three-way mixed-design ANOVA was performed on CV_{ITI}, with the type of limbs (finger versus foot) and type of rhythm (750:750, 750:500, or 500:750) as two within-subjects factors and group (AS, WP and D) as a between-subjects factor. The Greenhouse-Geisser correction was used when Mauchly’s test of sphericity was significant. Because some factors (group and rhythm) had more than two levels, a one-way ANOVA was also performed as a post hoc analysis if the statistical difference was found. Partial eta squared was calculated and interpreted in accordance with Cohen, Cohen, West, and Aiken (2003) where small, medium, and large thresholds were .01, .06, and .14, respectively. All analyses were performed in IBM SPSS Statistics version 24 (IBM, NY, USA).

**Results**

In this section, we present the results obtained by means of the ANOVA tests for each variable. An overview of the ANOVA tests (indicating the main effect of group, rhythm and limb on each variable) is presented in Table 2.
Table 2. Interactions and main effects of each variable and tasks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Percentage of correct response cycles</th>
<th>Subjective difficulty score</th>
<th>Coefficients of variation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Main effect</td>
<td>Interaction effect</td>
<td>Main effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group</td>
<td>$F=46.48^*$</td>
<td>$F=50.96^*$</td>
<td>$F=37.12^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$F=17.29^*$</td>
<td>$F=11.49^*$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhythm</td>
<td>$F=20.06^*$</td>
<td>$F=96.10^*$</td>
<td>$F=21.41^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limb</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*, $p < .01$; n.s., non-significant main effect

**Percentage of Correct Response Cycles**

Figure 3 shows PCRC as a function of the type of rhythm. There was an interaction between group and rhythm tasks ($F = 12.176$, $p < .001$). The effect sizes of group and rhythm tasks were large (0.736 and 0.576, respectively). The post hoc analysis of the two main effects showed that the PCRC among WPs was statistically lower than that among ASs and Ds, whereas no statistical difference was found between the ASs and Ds ($p = .21$). On the other hand, the SD of Ds was 1% of the SD of ASs.

The participants performed the single-rhythm task significantly better than either polyrhythm task; performance on the two polyrhythmic tasks did not differ significantly ($p = .99$). The PCRC for the WPs was significantly lower than that for the ASs and Ds in both the 750:500 and 500:750 rhythms ($p < .001$).
Subjective Difficulty Scores

Figure 4 displays SDS as a function of rhythm types. A two-way ANOVA analysis showed an interaction between group and rhythm tasks ($F = 8.356, p < .001$). The effect sizes of groups and rhythm tasks were large (0.758 and 0.863, respectively). Post hoc analysis for groups and polyrhythms showed that the SDS reported by the Ds was significantly lower than that among the ASs or WPs (both $p < .001$). All participants described the polyrhythmic tasks (750:500 and 500:750) as more difficult than the single-rhythm task. However, no statistical difference was found in SDS between the 750:500 and 500:750 tasks. A one-way ANOVA showed that the SDS of Ds was significantly lower than that among ASs and Ds in both the 750:500 and 500:750 rhythms ($p < .001$), but no difference in SDS between groups was found on the single-rhythm task.
FIGURE 4. Mean subjective difficulty score for three types of rhythms. Vertical bars represent between subject standard deviation. *significant difference with group, p < .01.

**Coefficients of Variation of the Inter-tap Interval**

Figure 5 illustrates the mean $CV_{ITI}$ as a function of rhythm type, and Table 3 shows the mean ITI for each group, limb, and rhythm tasks. A three-way ANOVA was performed, and the results showed that there was no three-way interaction among the three main factors ($F = .671, p = .614$); only one two-way interaction, between group and rhythm, was significant ($F = 8.271, p = .006$). The effect sizes of group, limb, and rhythm tasks, were 0.608, 0.006, and 0.404, respectively, showing that the effect was large in the group and rhythm, but small in the limb. Post hoc analysis showed that all three inter-group comparisons regarding $CV_{ITI}$ (ASs versus WPs, ASs versus Ds and WPs versus Ds) yielded significant differences. The SD of Ds was 13% of the SD of ASs and 6% of the
SD of WPs. On the polyrhythmic 750:500 task, WPs had a higher $\text{CV}_{\text{ITI}}$ than ASs and Ds; on the 500:750 task, WPs’ performance was significantly lower than that of Ds but not of ASs. As for the rhythm main effect, the results showed that the $\text{CV}_{\text{ITI}}$ on the single-rhythm task was lower than that on the two polyrhythmic tasks, but there was no statistically significant difference in $\text{CV}_{\text{ITI}}$ between the polyrhythmic tasks.

FIGURE 5. Mean coefficients of variation of the inter tapping interval for finger and foot. Vertical bars represent between-subject standard deviation. * indicates significant difference with group, $p < .01$. 
Table 3. Mean cycle durations (in milliseconds) in the tapping tasks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tapping tasks</th>
<th>Artistic swimmers</th>
<th>Water polo players</th>
<th>Drummers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>750:750 Single rhythm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finger (750ms)</td>
<td>749.4</td>
<td>746.7</td>
<td>748.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foot (750ms)</td>
<td>748.4</td>
<td>746.5</td>
<td>748.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>750:500 Polyrhythm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finger (750ms)</td>
<td>745.8</td>
<td>843.6</td>
<td>747.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foot (500ms)</td>
<td>512.0</td>
<td>616.0</td>
<td>499.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500:750 Polyrhythm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finger (500ms)</td>
<td>509.4</td>
<td>608.6</td>
<td>498.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foot (750ms)</td>
<td>775.1</td>
<td>783.2</td>
<td>748.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Discussion**

This research compared the ability to coordinate limbs with external rhythms among participants with different backgrounds of sports and musical experiences, i.e., having experiences in all limbs moving with external rhythm (Ds), having experiences in only a part of limb coordinating with external rhythm (ASs), and no experiences in moving limbs with external rhythm (WPs). The results indicated no statistically significant differences on any variable (PCRC, SDS, or CV_{ITI}) among the three groups on the single-rhythm task. While Ds might have had an advantage in our experimental task due to their nature of the practice, the results of single rhythmic task showed that this task was simple enough for all participants regardless of their background.
On polyrhythmic tasks, the WPs were outperformed by the ASs and Ds on every variable, whereas there was no significant difference between ASs and Ds in PCRC and CVITI. These findings implied that polyrhythmic conditions were more difficult than a single-rhythm task, as suggested by the extant literature (Kurtz & Lee, 2003; Peper & Beek, 1998; Starke & Baber, 2017; Summers & Kennedy, 1992; Summers, Rosenbaum, et al., 1993; Summers, Todd, et al., 1993). Although neither the ASs nor the WPs in our study had much musical experience, artistic swimming training always involves music because of the nature of artistic swimming competitions. However, WPs had neither substantial musical experience nor involvement with music during their athletic training. It is probable that such differences in daily training routines caused the difference in the ability between the groups. Our results agree with the finding in extant literature that musical experiences improve limb coordination on complex polyrhythmic tasks with auditory cueing tasks (Klapp, 1979; Summers & Kennedy, 1992; Summers, Rosenbaum, et al., 1993; Summers, Todd, et al., 1993).

However, there was no difference between Ds and ASs on these variables, even though Ds are probably more experienced in complex movements than ASs because Ds move all their limbs with musical rhythms whereas ASs coordinate only some of their limbs with musical rhythms at any given time. Since the above-water movements (either upper or lower limb movements) were dictated by music but not the underwater movements, ASs were probably familiar with moving upper and lower limbs separately from one another. This common practice of ASs was similar to Ds where they needed to coordinate their two hands and two feet with different rhythms. Even though WPs also seems to move their limbs independently similar to ASs, the background mechanism might differ between ASs and WPs. In water polo, the motor skills were related to ball manipulations and controls. Their movements of upper and lower limbs must be
coordinated to produce an effective kinetic chain to generate powerful shots or to control passes (Weber, Kontaxis, O’Brien, & Bedi, 2014). Hence, it might be that ASs and Ds have good ability to produce polyrhythmic limb coordination due to requirements in training and performance where limb coordination with music is essential.

It should also be noted that the standard deviation of PCRC and ITI of ASs were greater than Ds. Every participant in D group performed much consistently with one another, while some participants in AS group could not perform consistently with their peers. This result was consistent with SDS where Ds felt more comfortable with the polyrhythmic tasks than ASs and WPs. Given that people with a good musical ability and experience had low tapping variability than those with limited experience (Iannarilli, Vannozzi, Iosa, Pesce, & Capranica, 2013). This was probably due to greater musical experiences of Ds compared with ASs. Considering the nature of Ds’ daily training and performance, Ds might have been more familiar with the experimental tasks than ASs.

Although the 750:500 and 500:750 tasks were set up as polyrhythmic, both entailed a syncopated rhythm in which the desired ITI between finger and foot was exactly 250 ms. Hence, it would be easier to complete the sequence of the polyrhythmic tasks if the participants treated it as an isochronous sequence between finger and foot. Prior studies (Fidali, Poudrier, & H Repp, 2011; Pressing, Summers, & Magill, 1996; Summers, Ford, et al., 1993; Summers & Kennedy, 1992; Summers, Rosenbaum, et al., 1993; Summers, Todd, et al., 1993) suggested that syncopated rhythms were easier to execute as a sequentially integrated rhythmic pattern, i.e. using an integrated timing strategy. To successfully implement an integrated timing strategy, conscious counting is required (Krampe, Kliegl, Mayr, Engbert, & Vorberg, 2000). Integrated timing was a common practice for musicians especially in drummers (Jagacinski et al., 2016), while
silent counting was required by ASs (Bespalov & Leonov, 2012; Leonov, 2012). The similarity between ASs and Ds can be explained by the tendency for both groups to develop such strategies through their daily training, and the results of the polyrhythmic tasks highlight the importance of applying a conscious counting technique and rhythmic understanding when completing a complex rhythmic task (Bespalov & Leonov, 2012).

While our results suggested a possibility that music experiences affect the coordination of the limbs with external rhythms, some limitations should be noted. Firstly, our study did not have a large sample number in each group. However, due to the high expertise of participants (e.g., international level athletes), the expected whole population of each group (i.e., elite ASs, WPs, Ds) would also be very small. Therefore, even though the absolute number is small, eight samples per elite group are very valuable and this does not necessarily mean that the rate of sample size relative to the whole population is also small. The second potential limitation is the gender effect. Due to the requirements and characteristics of artistic swimming, water polo, and drumming, the groups tested in the present study were not well balanced in gender, which might have influenced the results as suggested by Poudrier (2018). However, Aoki, Furuya, and Kinoshita (2005) and Au, Seah, Li, and Tan (2015) reported that gender had no influence on tapping ability. This inconsistency in the literature means that the effect of gender is still unknown and need further investigation. It should also be emphasised that the three groups have different natures of motor skills used in daily training and performances. Lastly, our experiment was a unilateral movement of upper and lower extremities in contrast to bimanual movements discussed in the literature. While neurophysiologists suggested that bimanual movements required utilisation of both sides of the corpus callosum, several studies suggested that a fine and delicate tapping also requires utilisation of corpus callosum (Beaulé et al., 2012; Vuust et al., 2011). As
neurophysiological mechanism was not a focus of this study, further investigation in terms of the neurophysiology of unilateral tapping of upper and lower extremity differences between the groups would of interest.

**Conclusion**

In this study, we investigated polyrhythmic production ability among participants with experience in complex inter-limb coordination tasks but with different musical backgrounds in music: experience in coordinating all limb movements with music (Ds), only some limb movements with music (ASs), or no limb movements in synchronisation with music (WPs). We found that the three groups of participants exhibited no statistically significant differences of the investigated variables in the single-rhythm task (PCRC, SDS, and CV\textsubscript{ITI}), but the PCRC and CV\textsubscript{ITI} of WPs were significantly different from those of ASs and Ds in the polyrhythmic tasks. No significant differences of PCRC and CV\textsubscript{ITI} were found between the ASs and Ds. The results emphasise the importance of limb coordination with music in enabling polyrhythmic production, regardless of the number of limbs that must be coordinated with music in one’s daily training.
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